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Leon Finney, 20th century South Side power broker, is dead at 82

By AARON GETTINGER
and
CHRISTIAN BELANGER
Staﬀ writers

The Rev. Leon Dorsey Finney, Jr., a powerful real estate
developer who resisted the
advances of the University of
Chicago in Woodlawn during
the 1960s and built up a controversial real estate empire
only to see it collapse toward
the end of his life, died on
Sept. 4 at the age of 82.
The Chicago Crusader confirmed the news after WVON

first reported it.
Finney was born in Louise, Mississippi, in the Delta,
on July 7, 1938, to Leon and
Bertha Finney, and moved to
Chicago as a child, where his
father opened Leon’s Bar-B-Q
on East Garfield Boulevard
in 1940. He graduated from
Hyde Park Academy High
School in 1957 and attended
the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign before
dropping out and enlisting in
the Marines.
In the mid-1960s, Finney
joined The Woodlawn Orga-

nization (TWO), which was
founded under the influence
of famous community organizer Saul Alinsky in the late
1950s. The group fiercely resisted expansion plans by the
University of Chicago, arguing that urban renewal projects would displace low-income and Black people.
TWO’s organizing resulted in a pledge from the U. of
C. not to build south of 61st
Street. The organization was
also given control over the
504-unit Woodlawn Gardens
at 63rd Street and Cottage

Grove Avenue that year with
a federal loan and assistance
from the U. of C.
Finney was chosen as executive director of TWO in
1967. Two years later, he became president of the Woodlawn Community Development Corporation, TWO’s
development affiliate, a position he used to kickstart a decades-long career as a South
Side real-estate titan and close
counsel to politicians.
A 1980 article in a local
Woodlawn paper recounted
the 20-year anniversary cel-

ebration of TWO, including
a “State of the Community”
speech from Finney.
“Finney drew prolonged
applause as he praised the
people of Woodlawn —
TWO’s membership,” reads
the article. “In a rousing finish, Finney detailed the whole
gamut of activities which
enables TWO to provide services — through social service programs, community
development projects and social action — to thousands of
Reverend Leon Finney Jr.
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Hyde Park-Kenwood elementary teachers
gird for second round of remote learning

‘Occupation’ ends

By AARON GETTINGER
Staﬀ writer

Demonstrators walk away from University of Chicago Provost Ha Yee Lee’s
house on South Greenwood Avenue and toward UCPD headquarters, ending
their week-long “occupation” in protest over social justice issues and funding
for the University police force. Story on Page 5.
(Photo by Marc Monaghan)

Local public schoolteachers say preparation over the
summer has put them in a better position to return to remote
instruction this fall than they
were when the coronavirus
pandemic forced an abrupt
end to in-person instruction in
March.
The
Chicago
Public
Schools academic year begins
on Sept. 8.
“I know teachers have
been attending lots and lots of
trainings, even over the summer during unpaid time,” said
kindergarten teacher Megan
Calhoun of Murray Elementary, 5335 S. Kenwood Ave.
She hosted some of them herself. “I just think now there’s
a lot more knowledge out
there that we can utilize in our
classroom. It will definitely
look different than what remote learning looked like in
the spring.”
This fall, everyone will be
using the same platform, Google Classroom. Calhoun said
she will start her mornings
with social-emotional work
in the mornings, followed by
a group story lesson. Then
she will split her class of 29
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Shoesmith Elementary School fourth grade language arts
and social studies teacher Emma Lehner
(Photo provided)
students into two groups for
small group reading work,
one at a time.
After a break for lunch and
recess — parents will sign
them out and be asked to ensure they blow off some steam
— afternoons will begin with
math in the same big and
small group format as well as
special art, world language,
physical education and other
classes on different days of
the week. Science and social
studies work will be done as
a group, and Calhoun has prepared writing binders for them
to do on their own. At the end
of the day, she will involve
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parents in enrichment time.
“I know they need a lot of
support,” she said. “A lot of
parents have never used Google products before. They did
not know how to use the Google email. They didn’t know
how to use Google Meet. So
we need to support them as
best we can, so I will be offering those hours at the end
of the day.”
“The kids will be cycling
on- and offline,” Calhoun
continued, “but they will have
a full day of learning.”
Asked about the difficulty
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